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inp j (& open oc> rd ctfusW) Wi ar> jaUirt| A Wm 
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fcmn'W 65,® pkW WW> wsfii 'in ysa.' Horu d[ Up dcj |W(!6 lOtfc 
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w*y 4 ficWs. w K\ W Wts-
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6.L o»b W W»k Uaici Vlfi<W 4 Ita (W'«n onto uwld, wK> wo6 
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Hau to» ofp6 4- wim cIkmW jU«K "W 6  ̂Wfl 6j -W pKa. 
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i r Iway station News Theatre, 
Ve rloo, London. Architect: 

blister MacDonald 

> iui Continental practice than with the conventional British 

pproach to cinema design. Its planning required the skill  

f i experienced jig-saw puzzler and a real design innova-

!(?,.  in the method of projection employed. This was known 

s a 'screenless'  technique. The picture was directed at an 

n e of 30 degrees on to a transparent screen fixed at the 

id th of a tunnel suspended from the ceiling and the image 

.  as reflected on a directional mirror in place of an ordinary 

cC :n. It  was claimed that this gave an undistorted view of 

it  >icture from all parts of the interior and eliminated pro-

•ction rays. It  meant also, from the planning point of view, 

•if" the projection booth could be situated directly above 

i< niddle of the stalls area. 

The decoration of the small newsreel cinema had to be 

ep simple and for this reason many of these buildings 

r j  ed more  successful  than the  bigger ,  f r i l ly  and fane - N 

epers' .  E Walmsley Lewis, an architect specialising in 

in "ma design in the 'thirties, writing in the Ideal Kinerno 

fh Studio in 1933 suggested that 'smart '  should be the 

Jjective applicable to the news film theatre: 'The architect 

ill  carefully study the form of the bare building which he 

a o fashion and with careful manoeuvring of colours, sur-

icf materials,  and above all,  l ight,  he should achieve some-

ling .  .  .  smart. '  'All lines should suggest movement and 

speed',  he wrote, curiously echoing the words of the 

Futurist Manifesto, and ' the elevation should be as carefully 

expressed as the interior. '  Howe and Lescaze had achieved 

this in a way considered ideal in their Trans-Lux Theatre 

on Madison Avenue (a news-cum-art theatre) with a fayade 

of black and white 'vitrolite '  and black metal.  The Trans-

Lux houses were a standard design and built  on sites 30 to 

50 feet wide in the busy shopping areas of many American 

towns. 
^The Cineac in Amsterdam, designed bv Duiker, was 

^certainly one of the verv best news theatres of the 'thi.rtLC.̂  

period. Opened in 1934—and still  going strong—it is the, 

fiinrtionul cinema par excellency. In this example the archi

tect not only solved the problem of placing his building on 

a narrow and awkwardly shaped site but also managed to 

design an ingenious auditorium in fhc pro^n-ion, 

room was tucked under the balcony^ This offered two t  

advantages: the throw of the projector was horizontal,  and i  

the glass-sided projection booth, cantilevered over the main 

entrance, gave the building a unique front elevation^ 

Through the glass the whole operation of projecting films 

could be seen from the street,  taking the mystique of the 

film — inrj^eQtalJv the,Jmachine aesthetic'  — to^Jtg, 

logical conclusion. 



The Cineac group of rrews theatres had a phenomenal 
success on the Continent and by 193^ over twenty of their 
houses had been opened in France, Holland, Belgium and 
Greece. The original initiative came from Reginald Ford, 
who was the promoter of the Cineac news theatre circuit in 
Paris which was financed by Le Journal. Duiker's Amster
dam Cineac, and the one on the Damrak in the same city 
designed in 1938 bv van Vreeswijk, were both under the 
promotional control of the Dutch newspaper De Handels-
blad. Van Vreeswijk's Cineac was much larger than Duiker's, 
having a total seating capacity of 75°' with 500 seats in the 
stalls and 2^0 on the balcony. With its typical Dutch brick 
elevation to the entrance off the Nieuwendijk and a fully 
glazed 'modern' frontage on the more fashionable Damrak 
it was also more compromising in its design. 

No news theatres have been built in England since the 

last war and so the situation, in terms of design, can be 
summed up from the few examples built in the late 'thirties. 
Of these Kemp and Tasker's Studio Two newsreel theatre 
in London's Oxford Street formed part of a successful 
adaptation of an existing cinema building (with lour floors 
of offices above) to a new use that included the provision of 
a basement news cinema with 400 seats and also a large 
upper theatre, Studio One, for full-length films. This 
cinema is still probably the most memorable of all the 

London examples. At night its multi-coloured neon-tubed 
exterior hisses, flashes and vibrates like an extravagant fire

work show. 
Unfortunately many of these admirable little news 

theatres have not survived the competition from television s 
handling of news items and hence have been adapted to less 
educative purposes. The news theatre has been forced to 
make wav for the 'pay-pornv', where colour nudies and sex 
dramas are shown in preference to coronations and real life 
dramas. The new brand of semi-salacious cinema shows in 
London—often for 'members only'—operate very well in 
the smaller buildings and, as far as one can deduce, require 
no specialized planning! No doubt these have their place in 

the dolee far niente of modern life. 

The Art Cinema 
When the art film movement began in France in 1926 
cinemas specialising in showing repertory programmes or 
films of a serious nature were dubbed by the trade 'Intelli
gentsia Houses'. Most promoters felt they had little future 



worth pointed out to the Council how difficult it was to 
obtain facilities for making serious dramas. 'It is almost an 
impossibility for an English picture maker to obtain facili
ties for his work from railroad and steamship companies as 
in America are freely and gladly given.' 

In fact there has never been a really effective avant-garde 
school in England. The nearest equivalent was the Empire 

Marketing Board set up under the direction of Sir Stephen 
Tallents in 1929. The EMB Film Unit—directed by John 
Gnerson from 1929-1933 — provided the training for many 
people who went into the numerous documentary units 
later sponsored by commercial firms and the Government. 

The first cinema to be devoted exclusively to serious or 
'art' films in Europe was the Studio des Ursulines, Paris, 
opened by the late Armand Tallier in 1926. Tallier later 
became the first President of the Confederation Internatilnale 
des Cinemas d'Art et d'Essai (CICAE) which now has a 
membership representing 200 art cinemas throughout the 
Continent. 

The Studio des Ursulines (now run by Madame Peillon) 
and Tedesco's now defunct Vieux-Colombier became the 
meeting ground for the avant-garde directors and critics in 
the late 'twenties. In these cinemas some of the greatest 
films started their runs— 'The Blue Angel '  ran for fourteen 
months—and today Madame Peillon still adopts a pioneer
ing policy. The art film house became a common feature of 
capital cities in Europe, but those in Berlin contributed 
most to an individual type of architecture. Germany, the 
home of the great Expressionist film makers of the 'twenties, 

was able to support large picture theatres patronised solely 
by a discriminating clientelle. Hans Poelzig's Babylon 
Cinema, built in Berlin in 1928, was a particularly good 
example with a simply-shaped auditorium and absolutely 
plain decoration. It seated over 1,200 people. Other build
ings for the government-sponsored UFA organisation were 
equally ambitious and indeed formed the hard core of fine 
modern German movie buildings. 

Theatres specialising in 'art' films are now far more im
portant commercially than in the inter-war period and the 
old idea that directors and promoters were innocents in 
finance and dilettantes is no longer true. The so-called 'Art 
Houses' in America can be counted in their hundreds. In 
London the success of cinemas such as Academy One and 
Two, the Classics, the Cameo-Polvs and the Everyman, 
Hampstead, have established enviable reputations as being 

wohannes Duiker's 'De 
Handelsblad' Cineac, Amsterdam, 

934. Plan, contemporary view 
nd, above, a picture taken 

after its recent renovation 

ther than a limited appeal in cosmopolitan centres. Ac-
ording to Cecil Hepworth's evidence to the Cinema Com

mission instituted by the National Council of Public Morals 
1 1917, 'the possibilities of art in the cinematograph . . . 
.ere scoffed at for years. . . . ' If its potential was recognised 

it was only by a few. In England the art film lagged behind 
'•irgely because of the lack of capital available, and Hep-

5i> 
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Municipal  iheatt  
Belfort, France 

•novi  

Theatrical revival 

Paris architect Jean Nouvel believes that 
every architectural project should he 
approached without preconceptions: 

A commission is not an occasion to apply 
one's favorite formal devices, but to derive 
concepts out of the specific circumstances. 
11 is remodeled theater at Belfort is not visibly 
like his other recent work, which tends to be 
self-contained in form and technologically 
sleek in detail. (See his Institute for the Arab 
World project, P/A, Sept. 1983, p. 36.) 

At Belfort, in fact, Nouvel has dem
onstrated his convictions by taking two 
sharply differing design approaches to a pro
gram with two distinct parts: a theater to be 
renovated with no substantial changes in 
form: auxiliary space to be created out of an 
attached former fire station. ^The treatment 
of the original theater is respectful. buT 
TTardly timid: The conventional forms of its 
ulterior have largely been retained, but ar-. 
"jjculated with startling colors and finishes^ 
The remodeling ot the addition is a visual 

f-vpose pf'" with layers of earlier^ 
construct ion displayed in juxtaposition to 
conspicuously modern components.. 

While the exterior of the original building 
is little altered, the highly visible new facade 
of the addition proclaims the willful inter
vention that has taken place. In order to 
open up a vista along the river, the old fire 
station structure has been sliced through 
cleanly at an angle, its structure displayed as 
in an architectural section made real. Sawed-
off sections of the old construction have been 
striped with paint in full-scale recollection of 
architectural drafting conventions. Defining 
this new plane is a rigorously modular grid 
of steel framing that passes through the old 
wall and roof fragments. This grid has a 
practical role in supporting a new clear glass 
enclosure, but it has been extended beyond 
the actual envelope to assert its abstract 
geometrical conception. 

Jean Nouvel's unorthodox 
redesign has turned a 
staid old municipal 
theater into a dramatic 
presentation in itself. 



Evening view of theater (above) 
shows transparency of remodeled 
addition in contrast to 19th-Century 
block. Lights of 
and bar abet sign enliven original* 
facade. New face of addition is an
gled to allow for riverfront prom
enade (once cars shown here are 
relocated to new lots). Extent of this 
new gridded plane is marked at its 
corners by red neon strips. Details of 
this facade (facing page, top left and 
bottom photos) show mullions on 
two-meter grid passing through 
sliced-off ends of walls and roof. 
Exposed edges of masonry have been 
striped with paint in the manner of 

draftsman's section indications. 
Arched entries to expanded lobby and 
cafe repeat shapes of mum entrances. 
Tower at far corner, relic of fire 
station once housed in this addition, 
has been lopped off, apparently mid
way through its French windows 
(which have actually been replaced 
with durable replicas). On a portion 
of rear wall (facing page, top right), 
where Classical details had been 
rendered in stucco, scraping in 
diagonal bands reveals brick masonry 
underneath. 

3 



Municipal 1 iicaict lciiuvauuil 

All of the visual devices used in both th^ 
renovated original thea fgr  npH TlT"^-
eled annex seem to serve the same obiectiv^: 
to comment on the pmrp«p» nf rhange rha^ 

"{he complex—and jfcj ,„^rlrl ..nrl^r-

gone since ir opened in 1S78 (  

The theater and the town 
Belfort itself seems to have been subject to 
mercifully little change in the past century. 
A city of about 50,000 near the Swiss border, 
it has acquired a complement of express 
highways and industrial and residential 
sprawl, but local geography has kept them 
well away from the core. (The area's star at
traction, architecturally, is Le Corbusier's 
chapel at Ronchump, 15 miles away in rela
tively unspoiled hill country.) While admira
bly dense and consistent, Belfort's cityscape 
is lacking in gracious gestures; the remodel
ing of this theater is part of a modest arts 
district redevelopment that will link it and a 
nearby mansion-turned-visual-art-center, by 
a series of riverfront promenades and parks, 
to the town's commercial center. 

The desire to develop a riverfront prom
enade, with a sightline along it to the art 
center (see site plan), gave Nouvel the con
textual rationale for his slice-and-hll reshap
ing of the theater extension, ftnother strong 
motive was to bring visible life tothe revivecl 
rhenter which had been so opaque that 

"appeared closed even when tunctioning._ Be
sides clearing the windows of heavy drapery 
(and of paint, which had coated the stairwell 
windows), Nouvel added a glazed vestibule 
over the steps outside the stone vestibule, 
creating an attractive volume of light at the 
main entrance. The new east facade of the 
addition works as a larger scaled showcase/ 
billboard, visible for blocks along the curving 
river and showing off activity in the rehearsal 
halls above as well as the exhibition space 
and cafe at lower levels. The cafe is meant 
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Third-flour dance studw (above) 

shnw\ characteristic interior of re

modeled addition, with transparent 

r outing on old surfaces ajter removal 

of unwanted partitions. Reflected in 

mirror wall is view of riverfront 

through new clear glazing; window 

exit in photo leads to roof terrace. 

\m foyer at second lei<el (far left) 

ha: mezzanine reached from theater 

bal/.on\. Inner wall (detail, near lejt) 

is much-scarred original exterior. 
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Municipal Theater renovation 

to spill out to the river's edge in good 
weather, under arched arbors that will be 
geometrical projections of the new entries. 

A checkered history 
The structures the designers had to work 
with were already the products of haphazard 
evolution. The fire station built against the 
theater's east wall earlier in this century had 
harmonizing Classical details, but some ot 
them were executed in stucco rather than 
the stone of the theater. Around the service 
entries on the south side of this wing, Nouvel 
chose, rather than repairing the stucco, to 
scrape it away in diagonal stripes; the alter
nating bands of molded stucco and scraped 
brick back-up are another full-scale re-crea
tion of a draftsman's representation. The 
tower that marked the outer corner of the 
fire station has been decapitated—at the city's 
insistence, says Nouvel—but the way it has 
been lopped off, slicing midway through its 
windows, underscores Nouvel's approach to 
alterations on this wing. 

The original theater had been altered as 
well. Its rather amorphous provincial facades 
had been given a more proper Beaux-Arts 
order earlier in the century. In a 1932 re
modeling, the interior had acquired some 
charming—if poorly assimilated—Art Deco 
flourishes, in particular some stair balus
trades and a dazzle-patterned false skylight 
over the main theater itself. One original 
drawback that could not be corrected at 
reasonable cost was a circulation system that 
routes patrons from the lobby to the theater 
itself by way of two constricted corner stair
wells. (Nouvel's remodeling provides a small 
elevator for the handicapped.) 

For the theater interior renovation, _ 
Nouvel relied heavily on the painter Cary^ 
Olaser, a Californian living in Paris who had 
little previous involvement witn interiors? 
Nouvel felt that his skill with coior ana 

— l 



Grand foyer (above, details on 

page) is actually of modest size but 

grander scale. It had been painted 

gr ay-green, with some gilding on 

frieze and a false black marble at 

base. Jledesijrn fry painter Gary | 
C,laser i)la\s lib Classical pretensions. 

With trompe I'neil nbhhratiov.s of 

exotic stones. Mirrors between pilas-

ters and canopy treatment oj ceiling 

open up the volume Murals on theat-. 

rical them"( ^(r1" ftmntad lunhlurht\ 

corresponding to spotlighting on. 

(heni Faux marhrp bamtinz on 

leather of 1930s settees is a light-

hearted clue to the prevailing fakery. 
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Municipal i neater renovation 

trompe I'oeil finishes would serve well here.(  

Glaser used paint and lighting to make the 
corner stairs a compelling introduction to a 
visual feast above. On the upper floor, Glaser 
and his collaborators have turned the stiff 
Grand Foyer into a jewel box of opulent 
finishes and illusions. In the main hall itself, 
a few changes were made: The orchestra pit 
was filled in and seating levels adjusted for 
improved sightlines; the proscenium arch 
was removed to provide a more flexible 
opening, controllable by curtains. Though 
most architectural elements remain in place, 
finishes and fabrics in vibrant Pop colors 
proclaim that the theater is making a new 
start. Colors u^ed hrre ;irr flifr 
a painter's nalette. not an architect's. So. too, 
are the colors the architects themselves used 
on the remodeled addition. 

Showing how it's done 
Nouvel got the Belfort commission through 
an inventory and recommendations he had 
made for the French government regarding 
theater facilities in the Franche-Comte re
gion. When local authorities decided to ex
pand and update this theater on a crash 
schedule, his familiarity with its potential was 
a key asset. The theater is now in the second 
year of operation, with a rich international 
program of drama, dance, and music. 

In discussing the architectural solution, 
Nouvel stresses his interest in stratification 
and "dissociation" of elements. He has tried 
here to heighten awareness of architecture 
as a process by revealing the innards of con
struction, juxtaposing scarred remnants to 
sleek new components, by coating Classical 
elements in unaccustomed gloss and glitter. 

The resulting complex is not internally 
consistent, in the conventional sense. But 
each of the various parts serves its purpose 
with clarity, and all are visual expressions of 
the processes behind them. John M. Dixon • 

Interior of the main theater space 
(facing page} retains its basic form 
despite functional changes in seating 
and stage opening. False skylight oj 
Art Deco period has been carefully 
restored. New colors and surface 
treatment have transformed atmos
phere and clarifiedJorms. Figurative 
paintings on side walls have been 
replaced by gilt-dappled surface and 
extension of frieze originally over 
boxes. After removal of proscenium 
arch, a valance in the same frieze 
pattern was extended across cur

tained opening. Metallic iriohl,^ 
and strips of neon lighting 
curves of balcony fronts. C,la\rT 

theater seats, a model the manufot 
turer had just discontinued, und 
designed upholstery fabric for 
Stairs up from lobby (below, t„p 
and bottom left), repainted to 1,,^ 

light 1930 balustrades, make ,inn. 
well seem less constricted, 
ate expectation of drama 
patrons climb to theatei 

Project: Municipal Theater renova
tion, Belfort, France. 
Architects: Jean Nouvel, Gilbert 
Lezenes; Dominique Lyon, col
laborator. 
Site: Jlat parcel along river in center 
of city, occupied by much altered 
19th-C.entury theater, with attached 
structure formerly used for fire sta
tion and health services. 

Program: renovation of 700-seat 
theater, foyers, stage, and backstage 
facilities; conversion of additions 
into exhibition hall, cafe, rehearsal 
rooms; insertion oj a 60-seat theater 
in basement. Total area: about 3000 
sq m or 10,000 sq ft. 
Structural system: new concrete 
columns and slabs: steel frame for 
new facade. 
Major materials: glass set in 
aluminum for new facade; variety of 
interior wall and floor treatments, 
including transparent coatings over 
newly exposed materials. 

Consultants: Gary Glaser, Francois 
Seigneur, Pierre Martin, interior 
design. 
Costs: II million F (May 1981 
value) including siteu'ork, interiors, 
and furnishings. 
Photography: Deidi von Schaewen, 

except as noted. 
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An up-to-date movie palace San Francisco 
Kaplan/McLaughlin/Diaz, 
Architects 

' "Splendor! Dreams! PassionfPizzazz! Gorgeous people! Gorgeous 
lothes! A cast of thousands! To wrap it up, glamor—the more the 
etter. These were the compelling ingredients of the movie 

palace. Fifty years ago, architecture and films marched hand in 
hand to lift audiences from, as the line goes, their little humdrum 
lives. But in the analytical late years of the 20th century, neither 
budget nor taste encouraged architects Kaplan/McLaughlin/Diaz 
to design an ersatz Spanish castle to house the Galaxy Theaters. 
At the same time, both they and their client flatly rejected the 
windowless boxes and tawdry decorations that have become all 

J,oo familiar in the design of contemporary movie houses. What 
they did instead was to raise a 75-foot-tall beacon at a corner 
near downtown San Francisco, where it not only entices 

idiences but serves as an identifying landmark in an emerging 

r.ixed-use neighborhood-
On the exterior of the theaters, the chief instrument of glamor, 

beside the glowing beacon, consists of columns and capitals 
liphted from the insirjp nut, at. the front edge nf the entrvoorch. 
Applying the theory that delusion in n °+»-atafW>m % 
theatrical effect, the architects played a little game with the 
colonnade. While the bases of the columns have fluted burgundy 
aluminum jackets, the jacketing directly below the capitals is 
clear tempered glass. When lights are turned on inside the glass, 
the white-painted steel columns within seem to disappear, 
suggesting that only effulgence supports the glass tower. 

On the interior, glamor is born of lights, glistening brass and 
rc -,y colors. There, as on the exterior, the design vocabulary 
consists mainly of a 7V2-foot cubical grid, double the dimension of 
the structural grid. An outsize concession stand, surmounted by a 
brass cage that fills the glass atrium, dominates the entrance 
lobby, which is itself outsize. (The city, which takes a strong 
interest in both urban planning and architectural design, wanted 
generous lobby space to forestall audiences spilling onto the 
sidewalks between showings.) The concession stand, apart from 
its sparkle, contributes its own measure of gustatory glamor:.in,, 
arlrtitinn to the requisite popcorn and Milk Duds, it offers fancy 
bh ~ed goods and imported chocol^tpg anf^ 1f 1C! nPPT1 tn 

a residents in the neighborhood through the day even when no 
fi jg 

The facility incorporates four theaters, seating a total of 1,774 
people. The 24,000-square-foot building cost approximately $6.5 
million. Grace Anderson 

John Sutton photo* 

. . - H  t »  •  . .  
7 i» 

At the Galaxy Theaters, green-
tinted glass rises in steps to the 
topmost cube 75 feet above the 
sidewalk. A pyramidal skylight sits 
on each of the ascending cubes. 
Etched square glass panels around 
the entrance cornice turn rose after 

dark, when they refract the pink 
and burgundy interior. On each 
side, solid walls are finished with 
dark gray porcelain tiles and light 
gray medallions, which hold signs 
and posters for current attractions. 
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The entrance lobby that serves four 
cinemas at the Galaxy Jftpflifri/Vi 
decorated in shades of vtnk and 
buruundy. a Latter-day verstonof 
the dark rod fradit.inn.nl in theaters. 
An interlocking grid, which echoes 
the form of the surrounding 
laminated tempered glass atrium, 
comprises structural steel tubes 
wrapped in prefabricated gypsum 
jackets, as well as a brass cagelike 
construction hung above the oak 
and burgundy plastic-laminate 
concession stand (directly left and 
opposite). Because of San 
Francisco's mild weather. solar 
hprir nam i<* wnnxp.nuent.ial. 
allowing the omis?^ ^ hvnr 1X1 

nju?rnhle imnrlmr* nhnVP. tfte 
ticket office (center leff )  n h v i a t e  t h e  
neon fnr fans. A wide stairway 
leads to offices and toilets upstairs 
nmd tn a murh-used glass-railed 
hnlrrvnfi for veovle-watching 
(bottom left). 

634 SEATS 

SUTTER STREET 

Galaxy Theaters 
San Francisco 
Owner: 
United Artists Communications, Inc. 
Architects: 
Kaplan/ McLaughlin/Diaz— 
Herbert McLaughlin, senior 
partner, and Jeffrey Heller, 
partner-in-charge of architecture, 
partners-in-charge: James Webb, 
project architect; Robert Karn, 
project designer; Tom Monahan, 
construction administrator 
Associate architect: 
Stan Stanovich 
Engineers: 
Robinson, Meier, Juilly & 
Associates (structural); Charles 
Braun (mechanical); Silverman & 
Light (electrical) 
Consultants: 
Peter Kaldveer & Associates, Inc. 
(soils); Charles Salter & Associates 
(acoustical); Lucasfilm Ltd. (sound 
system) 
General contractor: 
Perini Corporation 
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Prince of darkness Provocative assemblages by Atsushi Kitagawara 
epitomize the attempts of younger Japanese 
architects to match wits with the visual 
incongruity and commercialism of their cities. 

Contemporary Japanese architecture is best known to Westerners 
through only a handful of mature practitioners. Arata Isozaki, 
Tadao Ando, and Fumihiko Maki may not represent a single 
esthetic camp, but their skillful manipulation of strong 
geometries and refined details have contributed to a collective 
impression of Japanese architecture as elegantly minimal, 
principally monochromatic, and serenely withdrawn from the 
country's overwhelming density. This inward-looking, autonomous 
sensibility, which began as a reaction against the Metabolist 
megastructures of the 1960s, is now being challenged by a 
younger generation. Unwilling to ignore the popular culture and 
kitsch that pervades their cities. Japan's under-40 architect^ arp 
acknowledging their chaotic surroundings by designing buildings 
lhat are defiantly explosive, colorful, and extroverted. 

An emerging leader of this new direction is Atsushi 
Kitagawara. The 36-year-old architect made his public debut in 
1973 by winning first prize in an international competition for 
multifamily housing, sponsored by the magazine Shinkenchiku, 
while still an undergraduate at the Tokyo Institute of Fine Arts 
and Music. Since opening his own office, ILCD (an acronym for 
"Intellectual Compound"), in 1980, Kitagawara has proceeded to 
rebel against the Japanese architectural establishment by 
shunning its spartan estheticism in favor of more violent, visceral 
imagery. His unorthodoxv is best embodied in his largest and most 
notable project to date, the Rise building in Tokyo's Shibuya 
shopping district (opposite). Draped in a die-cast aluminum curtain, 
the eccentric assemblage immediately became a cause celebre 
when it opened two years ago — "o li.mp EVp..^j,.nj.j.rT| " 
proclaimed it —flnd an instant landmark for the crowds nf 
stndpnt.s wfiri frequent the adjacent Rirco department stores. 

Though his ad-hoc abstraction mirrors the fragmentary 
compositions of London-based Zaha Hadid, Bernard Tschumi, and 
members of the Viennese Coop Himmelblau (who recently 
completed a Tokyo shop interior nearby), Kitagawara denies any 
allegiance to the ideas of his European contemporaries or a desire 
to revive the heroics of Modernism. "I am drawn to anonymous 
architecture, the pessimistic, and the abnormal," Kitagawara 
explains. "The period of the early Bauhaus interests me, the 
freedom and imagination of the 1920s, but I am constantly trying 
to avoid such influences in finding something more pure and free." 
Tq liberate himself from architectural historicism. Kitagawara has 
sought refuge in the irony of Surrealism. "The coexistence of the 
dismal and profound beauty that is found in Surrealist Japanese 
and French literature has attracted me for a long time," he notes. 
Indeed, when describing his work, the young architect echoes the 
metaphysical imagery of a painting by Marcel Duchamp or Rene 
Magritte: "The queen of metropolitan deception that casts deep 
shadows on architectures is losing her need of her attendants — 
the architectures," he wrote in the April 1987 issue of Japan 

•4 rchitect. As an expression of the metropolis, architectures are 
~"Vg"™" — -1 r|nn-| nf water a hat rack, or a book, and have lost 
their nnviletrprj mp-jnin^r " 

Kitagawara's belief in buildings as generic objects, rather than 
precious monuments, surfaces in his designs through the adoption 
of a deliberately commonplace commercialism. But unlike 

ostmodernists who elevate the dumb and ordinary through a 
P a-vj"uI- optimistic eclecticism, ha sppks pfferts that are disturbing 

•aft* hallucinatory Utilizing a technique he refers to as 
metropolitan automatism," Kitagawara juxtaposes incongruous 
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images and materials, provoking the viewer to tliscoypp np\y 
meanings through unsettling combinations. The haunting, 
dreamlike world of a Magritte painting, for example, is recalled 
within the cavernous Rise building by apparitions such as 
aluminum "curtains" permanently drawn beside actual velvet 
draperies (page 112). On the exterior of 395, a mixed-use complex 
containing the architect's own offices, a golden accordion pleat 
rests precariously between the wrenched volumes of an upper 
story. Camouflaging the owner's Japanese garden from the 
street, the pleat symbolizes the disjuncture between the 
abstraction of the exterior and the literal traditionalism of the 
spaces hidden within. Of his fondness for superimposing f.ht? 
strange upon the familiar, Kitagawara observes: "I try to show 
the darkness and nctitiousness ot our existence. A human story 
can be more dramatic in an antihuman setting." 

Underscoring the evocative power of the architect's imagery is 
a high level of craftsmanship— evidence that Kitagawara details 
materials as skillfully as any contemporary Japanese master. At 
the same time, the sensual, ephemeral quality of Kitagawara's 
work is akin to the design sensibility of another architect outside 
the establishment, 46-year-old Toyo Ito, whose explorations of 
natural elements, such as light and wind, have become 
inspirational models for the younger generation. In contrast to 
the luminous delicacy of Ito's designs, however, Kitagawara's 
aggressively disjointed forms express a darker, more sinister 
outlook: "I am intrigued by the work of Ito. but more attrartpH to 
the nihilistic attitude of Isozaki." Though Kitagawara does not 
engage in Isozaki's borrowing of Western motifs, he shares the 
older architect's chameleonlike (and therefore, for the Japanese, 
unconventional) approach to each project, adapting his design 
vocabulary to suit the task at hand. "One can find more 
coherency in the work of an architect like Tadao Ando than in 
mine," says Kitagawara. "I try to make each building complete in 
itself and independent from every other." Rise, for example, he 
designed in a volatile expressionistic style whereas, with 
characteristic mutability, he defined the private enclave of 
Kamera, a photographer's house, with a simpler constructivist 
logic. In outlining the successive adaptation of each nroWf, 
Kitagawara dismisses the importance of context: "In Tokyo you 
ngver know what the neighbors will look likP in theTuture, so 
why design for present conditions?" His buildings may not " 
correlate to the particulars of their surroundings, and yet they 
embody the frenzied spirit of a city where districts are zoned for 
sunlight, not esthetics, and where the identities of entire 
neighborhoods are transformed by speculative development. 

Given the transitory nature of Kitagawara's vision, skeptics 
may be tempted to dismiss his architecture as merely curious or 
trendy. There is, however, an underlying consistency to his 
madness — an additive attitude toward form-making that adjusts 
to the dictates of program. The exhibitionism of Rise, perfectly. 
suited to that building's inherent commercialism, gives way to the 
understated, out no less dramatic, abstraction ot 395. Facing the 
contradictory character of these projects, one is reminded of 
Metabolism's harmony of opposites, and the idiosyncratic 
mannerism of its founder, Kisho Kurokawa —without his overt 
footnotes to history. Although this portfolio provides only an 
introduction, the first chapter of Kitagawara's oeuvre cogently 
addresses Japan's extremes of social conformity and conspicuous 
consumption. Deborah K. Dietsch 



Three buildings by Atsushi 
Kitagawara + ILCD, Inc., 
Architect 



Rise 

"Rise is a fragment of the 
metropolis, an accumulation of 
the metropolis's various 
interiors, a reflection of the 
metropolis; and if the gloom of 
broad daylight has a king, then 
Rise is an evening garden 
enameled by his absolute, yet 
futile rule." 
Atsushi Kitagawara's poetic 
description of his bizarre, 
cinema-and-restaurant complex 
summarizes the symbiotic 
relationship it shares with 
Tokyo's Shibuya shopping 
district. Clad in voluminous 
metal "curtains" and copper 
panels, and framed by an 
undulating window wall, Rise 
conjures the image of a 
commercial structure 
unsympathetically transformed 
by a succession of absentee 
landlords. The building's 
deliberately disjointed 
appearance, however, belies a 
mastery of materials, as revealed 
by exterior details. The 
aluminum drapery that mantles 
the concrete structure is in fact a 
complex network of die-cast 
panels welded and bolted to a 
steel frame (top right). Similarly 
draped in metal fabric, the 
entrance canopy is formed from 
panels of translucent glass 
suspended from splintered metal 
wedges (bottom right). 
Kitagawara credits his 
successful implementation of 
such unusual visual effects to his 
clients' commitment to the 
design process: "We spent a year 
and a half discussing ideas 
together. They even started to 
study the history of architecture 
during the project." Punningly 
acknowledging their inspiration, 
Kitagawara named the building 
after the young couple, the Rais. 
D. K. D. 
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The wildly disparate forms on 
the exterior of Rise obscure a 
simple parti. The building's 
movie theaters and restaurant 
are contained in a rectangular 
volume, and are separated 
from the undulating wall along 
Spanish Alley by a circulation 
7nnp Thr sta.irrn.sp fhat leads to 
the uuver-storu cinema 
(opposite) exh ibits Kita (fawn ra's 

fir.*, 

rrTfrr I'I — i i'I'I Uitrcti qud 
surreal: a ailt-framed mirror 
hnnrjfi in innladati Pa 
r^nrj-pfp ,.>r.llo *->,rl n fljti»(i 

stair above the landing leads 
nowhere. In the movie theater 
(top right), cast-aluminum 
curtains mock their velvet 
counterparts, and brushed steel 
panels on the balcony walls 
simulate tufted fabric, 
recalling the incongruous 
imagery of a Rene Magritte 
painting. The mirrored icings 
above the stage modulate light 
during intermission (right). 

Rise 
Tokyo, Japan 
Owner 
Taiwa, Inc. 
Architect: 
Atsushi Kitagawara + ILDC, 
Inc. —Atsushi Kitagawara, 
principal-in-charge; Tomoyoshi 
Yonei, Toshihiko Yoshida, 
Toshihiko Mori, project team 
Engineers: 
Ikeda Structural Engineering, 
Inc. (structural); Godai 
Engineering, Inc. (mechanical/ 
electrical) 
Consultants: 
Nippon Gakki Co., Ltd.; 
Architectural Acoustic 
Laboratory (acoustics) 
General contractor 
Ando Construction Co., Ltd. 
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